Smartfill
Advanced
Accessory
Kits
The EMT Smartfill
advanced accessory kit
is designed to ensure
engineers always have
the equipment they need
to perform a fill, top-up
or continuous top up of
an SF6 compartment.

The EMT Smartfill kits are designed to house all the
standard supplied MFU/CTU accessories in one place
and protect them from damage whilst in transit.
Space is included in the kit for the following items
which are standard or optional for the Smartfill
range:
z

Space to accommodate the Smartfill status
indicator (traffic light)

z

Space to accommodate the Smartfill
temperature compensation probe

z

Space to accommodate the Smartfill
Smartweigh cylinder weighing scales

Following customer feedback,
EMT have also added the
following items to the kits:
z

15m/30m Power Extension Cable
(MFU & CTU Kit)A marine grade
toughened power cable has been
added to the kit as some sites
struggle to have mains power close
to the SF6 compartment. The cable,
produced in bright orange to avoid
trips or snags, is supplied in two
halves allowing it to be run as a 15m
or a 30m cable.

z

Heavy Duty All Weather Pouch
Whilst the EMT Smartfill CTU is
designed to be waterproof and
rugged to protect from environmental
conditions, many clients have
requested a cover pouch. This pouch
provides additional protection for
the Smartfill CTU from exceptional
weather conditions such as snow
or extreme heat; it is also good for
locations close to the coast where
salty air could cause degradation.
Produced in electric blue and from
hard wearing material, the EMT
Smartfill CTU pouch offers extra
protection and visibility of the unit on
site, whilst unaffecting performance or
access to the instrument.

For more information or a demonstration contact
sales@emt.global or visit www.emt.global

Smartfill Advanced Accessory Kits
Recess for temperature
compensation probe

What’s Inside

Recess for Smartweigh
weighing scales

Recess for hoses, power
cables and regulators

Recess for status indicator

Smartfill CTU Advanced Accessory Kit,
with CTU pouch included

Power Extension Cables

For details of your local EMT distributor, for further information on
our products or to request a demonstration please contact us:
Energy Maintenance Technologies Ltd | Unit 7 Marston Business Park | Lower Hazeldines | Marston Moretaine
| Bedfordshire | MK43 0XT | United Kingdom | Email: sales@emt.global | www.emt.global
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